
 

 
 
via e-mail 

 
December 5, 2020 

 
Attention:  Government of Canada 

 
Dear Prime Minister & Advisors, 
 
The COVID-19 pandemic was over in May. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data shows that Canada’s death rate at the height of the pandemic was little worse 
than the seasonal flu. 
 
To-date 12,496 people have died attributable to COVID-19 from a population of 
almost 38 million.i 
 
Today the death rate is the lowest it has been in 6 years.ii   
 
Yet the pandemic response continues, and the noose tightens. 

Donna E. Baylis 
<copy> 
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Mainstream media provides a daily litany of cases counts, although cases and 
computer models do not mean illness or death.  “Cases” mean positive PCR tests. 
 
PCR Tests 
 
On November 27th an international consortium of scientists in life sciences released 
a peer review of the Corman-Drosten et al. report originally cited to justify use of 
PCR tests in the pandemic response.  The group detailed material errors with the 
tests and recommends retracting the report as well as stopping the use of PCR tests 
for diagnosing COVID-19.iii  
 
In a nutshell, using PCR tests to diagnose COVID-19 does not pass peer review.  
PCR tests were not designed to diagnose infectious disease.  Results from the tests 
can be manipulated by adjusting the cycle threshold (CT).  The Government of 
Ontario admits to operating at 50% false positives.iv 
 
PCR tests mean NOTHING, yet we rely on test results when making life-altering 
decisions. 
 
Lockdown 
 
Social impacts of lockdown include job losses, housing instability, food insecurity, 
social isolation, lack of routine medical treatment (people skipping doctors’ 
appointments), loneliness, depression, anxiety, prejudice (masks), discrimination 
(“China flu”); high levels of stress, conflict, suicide, substance abuse, intrafamily 
violence, child abuse.   
 
Economic impacts include unemployment, revenue losses, loss of small businesses, 
increased debt, government spending, disruption and supply chain breakdowns.  
Also, as we stop trading with other countries, we destroy jobs in other, often poorer, 
parts of the world. 
 
The current death rate of COVID-19 does NOT justify lockdown.  The cure is worse 
than the illness. 
 
Vaccines 
 
While governments, big pharma and mainstream media promote vaccines based on 
the results of PCR tests, voices are being raised warning of rushed, experimental 
and unsafe vaccine development.  Pharmaceutical companies are negotiating 
exemption from liability in producing vaccines.v 
 
Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg and Del Bigtree - “Stop COVID vax experiments”vi  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/256BhchLR0R6/  

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/256BhchLR0R6/
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The current death rate of COVID-19 does NOT warrant rushed experimental unsafe 
vaccines. 
 
Conclusion 
 
This pandemic response continues because many are benefiting:  big pharma, big 
telecom, big tech, big box stores, mainstream media, government power grab.  
  
I am a Canadian Taxpayer and Resident.   
 
You work on my behalf and as such are my Representative.   
 
Canadians are being betrayed by a false narrative and ulterior motives. 
 
I hereby ask you to make your top priority:  stopping the fallacy of continuing this 
pandemic response including the rollout of unnecessary and unsafe vaccines.  
Additionally, I ask you to put procedures in place to prevent decision-making based 
on fear and panic. 
 
I expect you to do your utmost to hold government employees to account and 
demand that state of emergency decisions are transparent, accountable; based on 
good data, good science; with reason and the holistic welfare of Canadians at heart.  
 
I hold the continued state of emergency pandemic response to be a crime against 
Canadians.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
db 
 
 

 
i https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/coronavirus-disease-covid-19.html 

ii https://www.bitchute.com/video/yFPZsm5UteU6/ 

iii https://cormandrostenreview.com/report/ 

iv https://youtu.be/3COXVbP5WdI 

v https://uk.reuters.com/article/us-astrazeneca-results-vaccine-liability-idUKKCN24V2EN 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/health/coronavirus-pfizer-vaccine-legal-indemnity-safety-ministers-b1765124.html 

vi https://www.bitchute.com/video/256BhchLR0R6/ 
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